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The Jackson Laboratory media and museum collection: 
Artwork 
NOTE: This is an incomplete listing.  
           
Artwork Register (organized by number) 
Number  Item  Location 
96.M.A.1    Sketch of C.C.Little; Jean Lorenz, 1942  Box 11 
96.M.A.2  Misc. works (cartoons, three mouse band, Prexy’s  “thank you” to staff, 1968)                          Box 14 
97.M.A.4  Photocopy of Ruth Soper mouse sketch, 1980s  Box 41.18 
97.M.A.5    Barbara Sanford; by Michael McGovern, 1987  Lobby/LCC 
97.M.A.6  CCL bronze bust; W.T. Hoyt                                                                     Lobby/LCC 
97.M.A.7  Richmond Prehn photograph  Lobby/LCC 
97.M.A.8   George D. Snell oil portrait; by Giovanella                                            Highseas 
97.M.A.9  Arthur Cloudman, photographic portrait                                      Highseas 
97.M.A.10  George D. Snell, photographic portrait, 1980  Cafeteria 
00.M.A.11  The original Roscoe B. Jackson Laboratory, watercolor [rematted and cleaned in June 2000 by Kay McDonald]  Fin.Services 
00.M.A.12             Earl L. Green portrait by Claude Montgomery, 1975   Lobby/LCC 
Artwork Register (alphabetical by artist) 
Artist Title / Subject / Notes & Date Location 
Cummings, Willard  CCL oil portrait, 1950  Lobby/LCC 
Giovanella George D. Snell portrait, oil, 36 x 54, 1984 Highseas 
Hoyt, W.T. CCL, bronze bust, 15”x10” Lobby/LCC 
Little, Leon  The original Roscoe B. Jackson Laboratory, watercolor Fin.Services 
Lorenz, Jean                C.C. Little; sketch, 1942 Box 11 
McGovern, Michael             Barbara Sanford; oil portrait, 1987 Lobby/LCC 
Soper, Ruth                   “Nelson Mouse”; mouse drawing(photocopy), 1970s             Box 41.18 
Montgomery, Claude Earl L. Green, oil portrait, 1975 Lobby/LCC 	  
